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1)

THE FLAVOR SECTOR OF THE STANDARD MODEL

3 parameters: g, g' and gs

where flavor is: 13 parameters

Phenomenology
Phenomenologyextensively
extensively explored
exploredat
at
the
theBBfactories
factories((BABAR
BABAR&&Belle
Belle
experiments),
experiments),at
atthe
theTevatron
TevatronBBphysics
physics
experiment
experimentand
andnow
nowLHCb.
LHCb.

2 parameters: VEV and
Higgs mass (125 GeV ?)

Impressive
Impressiveagreement
agreementof
ofall
allflavor
flavor
violating
violatingprocesses
processeswith
withthe
theCKM
CKMtheory
theory
(Nobel
(NobelPrize
Prize2008)
2008)

VCKM=
33rotation
rotationangles
anglesand
and11phase
phasethat
thatisisthe
the
only
onlysource
sourceof
ofCP
CPviolation
violationininthe
theSM.
SM.

Is this the end of the story? …
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1.1)

MOTIVATIONS FOR PHYSICS BEYOND THE SM

Gravity not included
Gauge hierarchy problem and the stability of the Higgs mass
What is the origin of fermion masses and of their hierarchy?
Baryogenesis:
Baryogenesis SM cannot be the only source of CPV in the Universe
Where do light neutrino masses come from?
Dark matter and dark energy
…
However: almost any extension of SM gives new sources of flavor and CPV, why have
they not been observed yet?
Effective
Effectiveamplitude
amplitudefor
forthe
theexclusive
exclusiveBB→
→fftransition
transition

EW scale

µ ~ mb

NP scale

Either
Eitherthe
theNP
NPscale
scaleisistoo
toohigh
high
i
or
the
new
flavor-violating
couplings,
C
or the new flavor-violating couplings, C,i,are
aresmall
smallfor
forunknown
unknown(symmetry?)
(symmetry?)reasons
reasons
From precision observables => ΛNP > 104 TeV >> MW : This is the NP Flavor Puzzle !
At
AtTeV
TeVscale
scaleNP
NPcould
couldnot
notbe
begenerical
generical→
→aaplethora
plethoraof
ofmodels
modelsto
toconstrain
constrainfrom
from
exp
expdata
data
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1.2)

IMPORTANCE OF FCNC B DECAYS

No SM tree-level contributions,
strong suppression in SM
Very precise prediction within the SM
An
Anexample
exampleisisprovided
providedby
bythe
thepenguin
penguindiagrams
diagrams(e.g
(e.g bb→
→ssγγ))

In the loop new heavy states could be exchanged
Investigation of rare decays could help the revealing of
new physics effects if they exist → different
observables: Branching ratios, Asymmetries FB, etc.

from Wikipedia

2 choices
INCLUSIVE
+ e.g
e.gBBd,sd,s→
→XXd,sd,s++γγ, ,l ll+l-etc
etc
Well
Welltheoretically
theoreticallyknown
known
experimentally
experimentallychallenging
challenging

EXCLUSIVE

I'll focus on some of these !

+ + -,τ ν etc
e.g
e.gBB→
→K*
K*++γγ, ,BB→
→µµµ
µ ,τ ν etc
Theoretical
Theoreticaluncertainties
uncertaintiesininthe
thehadronic
hadronicform
form
factors
factorsfor
forthe
theones
onesnot
notpurely
purelyleptonic
leptonic((LCSR,
LCSR,
LATTICE,
LATTICE,......))
Less
Lessexperimental
experimentalchallenges
challenges
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2)

MODELS WITH EXTRA DIMENSIONS

Some of the theoretical puzzles of the SM may be addressed by adding new spatial
dimensions.
Different possible scenarios :
I)
Large Extra Dimensions (“ADD”)
II) Warped Extra Dimensions (“Randall-Sundrum”)
III) Universal Extra Dimensions

In the UED models all fields of the theory propagate into the extra dimensions, which
we suppose to be flat and space-like.
The
Theδδ(=1,2,3
(=1,2,3..)
..)additional
additionaldimensions
dimensionsare
arecompactified
compactifiedon
onδ-dimensional
δ-dimensionalmanifolds,
manifolds,as
as
we
wedo
donot
notobserve
observethese
thesedimensions
dimensionsup
upto
tothe
theenergy
energyscale
scaleso
sofar
farexplored.
explored.
5 (4+1) dimensions

In every point of
space-time (xµ) we
have a circle

6 (4+2) dimensions

In every point of
space-time (xµ) we have a
2-dimensional manifold
(e.g. a sphere)
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2.1)

Ex: UED6 (compactification on the chiral square).

Motivations:
Motivations dark matter candidates, cancellation of anomalies, stability of proton …
Field content of the theory [Ponton & Dobrescu '06]:
- SM scalars (Higgs + extra-components of the gauge fields) + KK excitations
- SM fermions + KK excitations
- SM gauge fields + KK excitations
The fields confined in the extra dimension
are like the particle in the quantum box,
their momenta and masses are quantized:

A symmetry under reflection with respect to the
center of the square (KK parity) distinguishes among
the KK modes of a particle identified by the pair (i,j)
The lightest KK-odd mode is stable and it is a good
candidate of dark matter.
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2.2.a)

Phenomenology of b → s γ decays
s

b

γ

The Wilson coefficients have been computed at the
NNLO in SM [Neubert '04, Misiak et al. '12]
The most relevant contribution to b → s γ comes from
the operator O7γ.

How is the process modified in this NP framework?
The model belongs to Minimal Flavor Violation class → same SM structure of H eff
The KK particles only enter in the penguin loop and contribute to the Wilson
coefficients [Freitas & Haisch '08]
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2.2.b)

Phenomenology of b → s γ exclusive decays: results

NP branching ratios
Exp @2 σ

[P.B. '13
P.B., P. Colangelo & F. De Fazio '12]
SM branching ratios

1/R > 700 GeV
NP scale bound
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SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS TO THE THIRD FAMILY

3)

τ
ν
WB

b

c

q

q

D(*)

Exclusive semileptonic transition b → c can be
studied in the framework of HQET
Factorization of leptonic and hadronic
contributions → better control of the effects
of strong int. compared to non leptonic decays
Not helicity suppressed as leptonic decays,
Useful in the determination of Vcb.
The decay to the third leptonic family may be
sensible to the New Physics

In the SM, the decay widths in the limit mℓ → 0 read

Fit by BABAR 2010

Fit by Belle 2010

10
phase space factor

3.1)

Experimental results

The BABAR Collaboration reported the measurements [BABAR '12]

ArXiv, 1303.0571

BABAR estimates 3.4σ deviation from SM
A possible relationship with B → τ ντ ?
However, new measurements are much
more compatible with SM than the
previous ones...

|Vcb|=0.0035 ±
0.0005
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3.1.a)

R(D(*)) in the SM

The decays of D(*) modes depend on several hadronic form factors, e.g.

They reduce to the Isgur-Wise ξ function in the heavy-quark (HQ) limit
We have taken into account the radiative correction at order αs and the 1/mb mass

corrections + experimental determination of ξ by BABAR Coll. (for the B → D µ ν channel)
and Belle (for the B → D(*) µ ν channel)
R(D)=0.324 ± 0.022
which deviates @ 1.5σ
from the experiment.
R(D(*))=0.250 ± 0.003
which deviates @ 2.3σ
from the experiment.
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3.2)

Theoretical explanation of the anomaly

In a NP scenario, the most simple explanation is the exchange of new scalars that
couple to the leptons proportionally to their masses → Two Higgs Doublet Model II
already excluded by BABAR fits !
AAnew
newstrategy?
strategy?
Let us consider a scenario in which only the semileptonic modes are enhanced
and investigate several observable which could eventually discriminate between th SM
and the NP.
[P.B., P. Colangelo & F. De Fazio '13]

“New tensor operator in the effective Hamiltonian” → could naturally emerge in models with leptoquarks

All the observables taken into account depend on this new coupling
The range of variability of εT is constrained by the experimental data on R(D(*)).
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3.3.a)

Constraints on NP parameters from Exp data
Small
SmallAnnulus
Annulus→→
constraint
constraintfrom
fromD(*)
D(*)

parameterization

Resulting bounds →

Big
BigAnnulus
Annulus→→constraint
constraint
from
D
from D

May note that in the ratios almost every hadronic uncertainty on the
form factor cancels out.

The BABAR differential decay
widths do not show a significant
deviation with respect to SM.

Forward-backward asymmetry:
in the D* case, there is a
significant shift in the position
of the zero.
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3.3.b)

Predictions for D** channels

D** are excited positive-parity charmed mesons, the semileptonic B decays to these
channels can confirm NP scenarios like the one proposed here.
a)
a) These
These states
states can
can be
be collected
collected into
into
two
twodoublets:
doublets:
P
+ +
P
+ )
((DD(s),0**,D
,D(s),1')')→→JJ=(0
=(0,1
,1+)
(s),0

(s),1

+
+
P
+ ).
+
((DD(s),1',',DD(s),2*)
→→JJP=(1
,2
*)
=(1
,2
).
(s),1
(s),2

b)
b) In
In the
the HQ
HQ limit
limit the
the form
form factors
factors of
of BB →→
D**
D** decays
decays can
can be
be parametrized
parametrized by
by only
only one
one
Isgur-Wise
Isgur-Wise ττfunction:
function:
BB→→((DD(s),0**,D
,D(s),1')') via
via ττ1/2(w)
(w)
(s),0

(s),1

1/2

BB→→((DD(s),1',',DD(s),2*)
(w).
*) via
via ττ3/2
(w).
(s),1
(s),2
3/2

Enhanced correlations between the ratios R(D**)

States with strangeness
Sates without strangeness
SM states without
strangeness
SM states with strangeness
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Conclusions
Flavor physics has entered in a new precison era → with LHC we can
explore the “anatomy” of electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism
Some of the most ambitious questions about the dynamics of flavor could
be addressed, and new ideas are welcome !
The phenomenology of heavy flavor rare processes is strictly related with
the existence of New Physics.
Constraints on different models (e.g UED) are strong for some rare B
decays
The semileptonic B decays to the third family, show a discrepancy wrt the
SM → maybe the interaction with heavy leptons hides some new dynamics
(not only V-A but also tensorial terms).

Thank
Thank you
you
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BACKUP SLIDES
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1.3)

Experimental situation of two interesting observables
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From ArXiv 1205:5442v1
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3.3.c)

Constraints on NP parameters from Exp data

θ is the angle between the charged
lepton and the D* in the lepton pair
rest-frame

D*
D*polarization
polarizationfraction
fraction
LL: :longitudinal,
longitudinal,
T:
transverse
T: transverse
NP
SM
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2.2.a)

Phenomenology of b → s γ decays

It has been realized that the sums over the KK towers is logarithmically divergent, then
we can imagine the theory as an effective one valid up to some high energy scale →
computationally we choose to stop @ NKK=jmax+kmax=10 (almost reasonably approx)
[Freitas & Haisch '08]
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